
 

Prefrontal microglia act on cognitive
development during adolescence
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Effectiveness, transiency, and selectivity of CDS-induced microglia depletion in
the PFC of adolescent mice. (A) Representative images of Iba1+ microglia
(green) in the medial PFC of adolescent mice receiving sham surgery or bilateral
intra-PFC injection of PBS or CDS. The images were taken 1, 5, 10, and 20 days
post-injection (dpi). The bar graphs show the number of Iba1+ microglia in the
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medial PFC at different dpi intervals. *P Science Advances (2022). DOI:
10.1126/sciadv.abi6672

The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is a brain region that regulates cognitive
functions, and a distinct feature of the region is protracted adolescent
maturation, to acquire mature cognitive abilities in adulthood. In a new
report now published in Science Advances, Sina M. Schalbetter and a
research team in pharmacology, neurology, and immunology, in
Switzerland, Germany, U.S. and U.K. showed how microglia—the
resident immune cells of the brain contributed to this process of
maturation. The results indicated how transient and cell-specific
deficiency of prefrontal microglia in adolescence sufficiently induced
adult emergence of PFC-impairments in cognitive functions, dendritic
complexity and synaptic structures. While defects in prefrontal microglia
in adolescence could alter the excitatory-inhibitory balance in adult
prefrontal circuits, the team did not observe cognitive sequelae when
prefrontal microglia were depleted in adulthood. The findings therefore
identified adolescence as a sensitive period of time for prefrontal
microglia to impact cognitive development.

Maturation of the PFC

The PFC forms the anterior pole of the mammalian brain and provides
executive "top down" control relative to a variety of cognitive processes,
including decision-making, goal-directed behavior, attention, cognitive
flexibility and working memory. As a distinct feature, the PFC maintains
protracted maturation that is sustained throughout adolescence until early
adulthood to acquire mature cognitive abilities. The PFC is therefore the
last brain region to reach full maturity in humans, and in rodents.
Postnatally, the PFC undergoes substantial neuronal circuitry refinement
and synaptic connections to adapt prefrontal circuits to respond
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optimally to changing demands, which occur during the transition from
adolescence to adulthood. Disturbances in PFC structures and functions
are typically strongly associated with major psychiatric disorders,
including schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Synaptic refinement is
increasingly involved in dynamic actions of microglia—the resident
immune cells of the brain parenchyma. During neurogenesis and brain
development, microglial cells arise from erythromyeloid progenitor cells
in the yolk sac to then colonize the brain during early fetal development
and retain the capacity for self-renewal in the adult brain. Microglia
contribute to remodel brain circuitries and synaptic connections via 
phagocytic and non-phagocytic mechanisms and can mediate synaptic
refinement across diverse brain regions, including the PFC. However,
the development of mature cognition relative to the adult PFC
functionality, remains to be known. To accomplish this, Schalbetter et al.
established a model system to study the concentration of microglia to the
structure and functional maturation of PFC in mice.
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Prefrontal microglia deficiency in adolescence disrupts adult cognitive functions.
(A) Phase 1 (D, dummy object; M, unfamiliar mouse) and phase 2 (F, familiar
mouse; N, novel mouse) of the social interaction test. The bar plots show the
social preference index (phase 1) and social memory index (phase 2), whereas
the line plots depict absolute exploration times in either phase. §P Science
Advances (2022). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abi6672

 The PFC experiments and mouse models

While neuroscientists have already developed several genetic and
pharmacological models for cell-specific microglia manipulation.
Schalbetter et al. chose to regulate microglia selectively in the PFC
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during a restricted time window, without inducing nonspecific effects on
peripheral immune cells or other cells of the central nervous system. The
scientists used stereotaxic injection of clodronate disodium salt (CDS) to
induce selective apoptosis of microglia by inhibiting the mitochondrial 
adenosine 5′-diphosphate/adenosine 5′-triphosphate (ATP) translocase
for mitochondrial modulation. This was the most suited method to
deplete microglia selectively and experimentally from the PFC during
adolescence in an animal model. The transient loss-of-function
experimental approach showed how the depletion of prefrontal microglia
during adolescence induced lasting changes in PFC-associated cognition
and synaptic structures. The team conducted the experiments using mice
aged six weeks and chose this timeframe as a critical window of synaptic
refinement and dendritic remodeling within the maturing PFC. The
timeframe coincided with increased prefrontal expression of microglia-
defining genes and complement component-3, the latter of which is 
relevant for synaptic remodeling via microglia. The scientists used a
control mice cohort that underwent sham surgery, and a control mice
cohort receiving injections of phosphate buffered saline, in addition to
the CDS-injected mice. The CDS-mice cohort showed transient
reduction in the ionized calcium-binding adaptor molecule 1-positive
microglial cell numbers in the PFC spanning the infralimbic, prelimbic
and anterior cingulate cortices. The changes began to emerge a day post-
injection (dpi), and peaked five days after, and normalized by 10 days
post-injection.
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Prefrontal microglia deficiency in adolescence leads to dynamic changes in
microglial uptake of synaptic particles. (A) The photomicrograph shows a
representative Z-stack image of a double-IF stain using Iba1 (green) as
microglial marker and Bassoon (red) as presynaptic marker before (top) and
after (bottom) surface rendering and reconstruction with Imaris image analysis
software. Bassoon+ presynaptic puncta colocalizing with Iba1+ microglia appear
in yellow in the unprocessed IF stain, whereas Bassoon+ presynaptic puncta
residing within microglia appear as red dots in the reconstructed image. (B)
Quantification of Bassoon+ presynaptic puncta residing within microglia at
different days after injection. Note that the number of Bassoon+ synaptic puncta
was decreased in prefrontal microglia of CDS-injected mice at 10 dpi [*P 
Science Advances (2022). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abi6672

Monitoring adult cognitive deficits after prefrontal microglia
deficiency in adolescence

Schalbetter et al. examined how the behavioral and cognitive
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development could be influenced by prefrontal microglia deficiency
during adolescence. For this, they subjected the mice cohorts to CDS
(clodronate disodium salt) or PBS (buffer control) injections and
allowed them to grow into adulthood. By 12 weeks, the team began adult
behavioral testing including social approach behavior, social recognition
memory, temporal order memory and the extinction of contextual fear.
The outcomes highlighted intact social behavior in both groups, although
the CDS mice could not discriminate between a new vs. familiar mouse,
demonstrating impaired social recognition memory. Similarly, adult
CDS mice showed impaired temporal order memory for objects, to show
the long-term impact of cognitive deficits arising from adolescence. The
results showed how mice with transient prefrontal microglia depletion in
adolescence developed PFC-related cognitive deficits into adulthood.
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Prefrontal microglia deficiency in adolescence induces structural synaptic
changes in pyramidal neurons of the adult PFC. (A) Representative IF stain of a
biocytin-filled pyramidal neuron reconstructed with Imaris image analysis
software (left), with digitally applied concentric spheres (20-μm spacing) from
the soma center (right). The line plot depicts the number of dendritic
intersections against the radial distance from soma. *P Science Advances (2022).
DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abi6672
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Adult synaptic deficits after transient prefrontal microglia
deficiency in adolescence

Relative to the emerging role of microglia during synaptic refinement,
Schalbetter et al. studied how transient prefrontal microglia depletion in
adolescence altered synaptic development and functions. During the
experiments, the team used ingenuity pathway analysis for functional
network prediction of genes that were differentially expressed in the
PFC at the peak of CDS-induced microglia depletion. With decreasing
microglial cell density, CDS mice showed altered gene expression to
suggest how acute deficiency of microglia in the adolescent PFC could
affect transcriptional processes relative to neuronal circuit remodeling.
The interference had long-term impact, causing dysregulation of
functional networks to induce persistent changes in neuronal circuits and
synaptic structures into adulthood after CDS-treatment in adolescence.
They credit the outcome to a likely interference of the maturation
process in the PFC during transition from adolescence to adulthood.
They then provided a window of vulnerability for cognitive and synaptic
sequelae post-prefrontal microglial deficiency to show how pre-
adolescent prefrontal microglia depletion led to a spectrum of adult
synaptic abnormalities.
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Prefrontal microglia deficiency in preadolescence causes selective behavioral
and cognitive changes in adulthood. (A) Phase 1 (D, dummy object; M,
unfamiliar mouse) and phase 2 (F, familiar mouse; N, novel mouse) of the social
interaction test. The bar plots show the social preference index in phase 1 (values
> 0 represent a preference toward M) and social memory index in phase 2
(values > 0 represent a preference toward N), whereas the line plots depict
absolute exploration times in either phase. *P  0 represent a preference toward
the temporally more remote object presented in sample phase 1). (C) Percent
time freezing during the habituation, acquisition, and expression phases (left and
middle line plots) and extinction rate (% change from freezing levels measured
during the expression phase; right line plot) during the contextual fear test. The
arrows indicate the presentation of foot shock. *P Science Advances (2022).
DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abi6672
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 Outlook

In this way, Sina M. Schalbetter and colleagues showed how protracted
maturation of the PFC is vital to acquire mature cognitive abilities into
adulthood. Using an animal model, they showed how microglia regulated
the process of maturation, for cell-specific deficiency of prefrontal
microglia with lasting synaptic/cognitive impairments into adulthood.
The scientists identified dynamic changes in microglia-mediated
synaptic engulfment after inducing microglia deficiency in adolescent
PFCs, in support of this notion. The team identified critical windows of
vulnerability for cognitive sequelae post experimental interference, and
highlighted the study limits, as well. The work showed adolescence as a
critical period to influence the prefrontal microglia during cognitive
development. The experimental model offers an opportunity to
investigate the pathophysiology of impaired microglial functions in
neurodevelopmental disorders to understand the etiology of brain
disorders that have a typical onset in late adolescence and early
adulthood.

  More information: Sina M. Schalbetter et al, Adolescence is a
sensitive period for prefrontal microglia to act on cognitive
development, Science Advances (2022). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abi6672 

Etienne Koechlin et al, The Architecture of Cognitive Control in the
Human Prefrontal Cortex, Science (2003). DOI:
10.1126/science.1088545
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